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Research conducted under the Sea Ice Prediction Network–
2 (SIPN2) project, supported by a grant from the Office of 
Polar Programs at the US National Science Foundation (OPP-
1748325). Views expressed are those of the author.
More than 1,000 individual predictions, based on many 
different methods, contributed to SIO over 2008–2020 
Earlier papers analyzed the ensemble skill of the first 300 SIO 
contributions 2008–2013 (Stroeve et al. 2014)
… and >400 through 2015 (Hamilton & Stroeve 2016)
Sometimes overlooked: 2014 paper (8 authors) in Witness the Arctic
includes SIO data, but also office pools at NCAR (ice cream) and NSIDC—
which show the same patterns
“Sea ice prediction has easy and difficult years”





years, very few 
are close.






Difficult years occur when there is a large change from the 
previous year’s extent—reflecting summer storms and weather








extent rather than 
the current year.
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